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1  ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT 

This best-practice guide for SAP Business Process Improvement is part of a series of guides which describe 
the different applications within the Business Process Improvement portfolio in SAP Solution Manager.  

This document is based on the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP11.  

In this document you find  

• an overview about the toolset “Business Process Improvement Administration” 

• the technical prerequisites 

• the detailed description on how to enter and use the tools of the toolset “Business Process 
Improvement Administration” 

• a description on how to figure out technical names, application areas, SEMIDs via KPI Catalog 

 

Additional information is indicated by the lightbulb icon.  

 

 Important remarks are indicated by the exclamation mark icon.  
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2 INTRODUCTION – BUSINESS PROCESS IMPROVEMENT ADMINISTRATION? 
 
The tools of Business Process Improvement Administration are the foundation for the configuration of our 
Business Process Improvement Infrastructure. They give you the capacity to configure your Business 
Warehouse (BW), Master Data and Authorization Concept. Furthermore, you have a tool which helps you to 
monitor technically your whole configuration and see the activities of the users in the tool suite. Along with 
this, we have the Data Collection Log, Error Log, and Usage Log. Then you can influence the business part 
with the selected Exchange Rate provider.    

With Solution Manager SP11 we have 8 tools combined in Business Process Improvement Administration: 

- BP Analytics BW 

- Data Source Manager 

- Master Data 

- KPI Catalog 

- Authorization 

- Exchange Rates 

- Log for Data Collection and Cube Upload 

- Usage Analysis 

 

With lower SP’s some tools will be missing and the layout for other tools will be different.  

 

User Interface 

Business Process Improvement Administration Overview is a tab list of all tools. The title for all tools is BPO 
Reporting Infrastructure Maintenance. Some of these tools could be displayed directly in this tab list, others 
will be started in a new screen. Also, the UI layout can be different because of the UI technologies. The 
whole tool is for administrators but for specific tool’s, authorizations influence the visibility of the specific 
content. An overview about authorizations in a Business Process Improvement Project can be found in the 
documentation Authorization Guide in the chapter Technical details on the BPImp Wiki Page: 
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement#50ea5e6e-528c-4a7b-ac2d-
808714a61660-498108798. 
  

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement#50ea5e6e-528c-4a7b-ac2d-808714a61660-498108798
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement#50ea5e6e-528c-4a7b-ac2d-808714a61660-498108798
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3 PREREQUISITES 

3.1 Supported Web Browsers 

The user interface technology for Business Process Improvement Administration itself is developed in Web 
Dynpro for ABAP. Some integrated tools will be based on  SAPUI5. 

Please find the list of all tools of the Business Process Improvement Suite including the supported web 
browsers in chapter “Tools in Business Process Improvement Suite” of the documentation “Getting started 
with Business Process Improvement" which can be found on the SAP Wiki page 
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on tab "Technical Information" -> 
Section "Howto" -> Getting started with Business Process Improvement. 

3.2 Assign required authorizations 

The authorization concept of Business Process Improvement in general distinguishes between two different 
type of users: 

- the Configurator User who is able to perform the fundamental configuration steps for Business Process 

Improvement and can see all business data as provided by the data collection and configuration of 

Business Process Improvement.  

- the Dialog User who has only restricted authorizations in terms of features and functions, and only has a 

limited view on business data (for example only data for certain company codes or purchasing 

organizations. 

The following roles and authorization objects (including some additional value extensions for certain 
authorization objects) are required for a configuration user in Business Process Improvement (SAP Best 
Practice is to start with this set of roles): 

On Solution Manager: 

• Required to enter Solution Manager Launchpad (tr. SM_WORKCENTER) 

o Role SAP_SMWORK_BPO: necessary to see BPO tabs in SM_WORKCENTER 

o SAP_BC_WEBSERVICE_CONSUMER: needed for SM_WORKCENTER and to display 

Dependency Diagrams 

here authorization object S_SERVICE needs field SRV_TYPE extended by value 'HT'. 

• Needed to create Solution and Logical Component Groups in Solution Administration and to 

maintain Solution Documentation: 

o Role SAP_SM_SL_ADMIN 

o Authorization Object S_SMDDOC:   

▪ ACTVT = 70 

o Authorization Object S_DEVELOP: 

▪ ACTVT = 01, 02 03, 06 

▪ DEVCLASS = * 

▪ OBJNAME = * 

▪ OBJTYPE = ECSD 

▪ P_GROUP = * 

o Authorization Object SM_SUTMNGT 

▪ ACTVT = 60 

▪ LC_NAME   = * 

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
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▪ SDC_NAME = * 

• Required for Solution Documentation in order to maintain analytics objects 

o Role SAP_SYSTEM_REPOSITORY_DIS 

o Role SAP_SETUP_DSWP_BPM 

• Required specifically for tools in Business Process Improvement Suite: 

o Role SAP_BI_E2E_BPO needed to display data in BPImp tools provided by BW Twincubes 

for Business Process Improvement 

o Role SAP_SM_BPOANA_ALL General role in order to configure and administer Business 

Process Improvement 

here authorization object SM_BPM_ANA needs the following field value extensions: 

▪ ANALYTFUNC =  * 

▪ APP_AREA     =  * 

▪ BPM_OBJECT =  * 

▪ SYSCLNT       =  * 

o Role SAP_SM_DASHBOARDS_ADMIN Needed to configure and display BPO Dashboards 

and Dependency Diagrams 

o Role SAP_SM_BPOIMP_ALL Needed to configure and display Unified Analytics and 

Automation Rate Cockpit 

• (Optional, but sometimes helpful): Basic authorizations to check and maintain the SAP Solution 

Manager Configuration (transaction SOLMAN_SETUP) 

o Role SAP_SV_SOLUTION_MANAGER 

o SAP_SOLMAN_DIRECTORY_ADMIN 

On managed system: 

• Role SAP_MANAGED_BPOANA_ALL: General Business Process Improvement role on Managed 

System in order to be able to display data in the detail list. 

• Role SAP_S_RFCACL: Required if a trusted RFC destination is used as a Dialog RFC destination. 
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4 TOOLS OF BUSINESS PROCESS IMPROVEMENT ADMINISTRATION  

4.1 How to access Business Process Improvement Administration 
The Business Process Improvement Administration can be accessed via the Solution Manager WorkCentre 
(TCODE solman_workcenter) → Business Process Improvement → Business Process Improvement 
Administration: 

 
 
In the Business Process Improvement Administration, you will find all tools in the tab line at the top. Some of 
this tool will be integrated in the same Screen. The rest will be open in a new  
 

 

4.2 BP Analytics BW 

4.2.1 Introduction 
In order to use the BPA Twin Cubes, you must activate them. The activation of the BPA Twin Cubes is an 
irreversible decision. As soon as the BPA Twin Cubes are activated, all new data collections will be written 
into the BP Analytics BPA Twin Cubes instead of the old BP Analytics Info Cube. 

4.2.2 Prerequisites for Activation 

To activate the BPA Twin Cubes, your user needs to be a BP Analytics administrator. In particular, the user 
needs to have the following authorization:  

 
The “Create or generate” authorization must be maintained within object “SM_BPM_ACF” to access the new 
BPA Twin Cubes Migration UI. 
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 Additionally, your user needs authorizations to schedule jobs and activate BW content. In case you are 
using a remote BW, the connection to the BW must work and the BW user (maintained in the RFC 
destination for the BW system) needs authorizations to schedule jobs and activate BW content. Please 
control that under transaction code “SOLMAN_SETUP” the Guided Procedure Cross Scenario Configuration 
→ Mandatory Configuration → Basic Configuration ensure everything is running correctly. You can check 
the BW connection status as well as the BW user authorizations via the “BP Analytics BW”.  

 
 
If the status is red for the “BW User Status”, click “Display Details” to find out which authorizations are 
required. 

 
If both traffic lights are green, all prerequisites are fulfilled to activate the BPA Twin Cubes. 

4.2.3 Activate the BPA Twin Cubes 
 If the “BPA Twin Cubes Status” is green (“Active”), the BPA Twin Cubes are already active. In case it is 
“Inactive”, the BPA Twin Cubes were not activated yet. 

 
 
The activation of Twin Cubes can be done directly on the productive Solution Manager, if the fundamental 
system change settings are given on the productive Solution Manager such as: 
 

• Changes to Repository and cross-client Customizing should be allowed (transaction. SCC4) 

• System Change Options for namespaces /BI0, /BIC should be “Modifiable” (transaction. SE03) 
 
The chapter “CASE 1: Direct Activation of Twin Cubes in PRD Solution Manager” of the attached document 
explains what to do in this case. 
 
In case the system changes (as listed above) are not allowed on the productive Solution Manager, activation 
of Twin Cubes cannot be done directly on the productive Solution Manager. The system changes need to be 
done on the DEV Solution Manager, and then transported into the productive Solution Manager. 
 
The chapter “CASE 2: Indirect Activation of Twin Cubes in DEV Solution Manager” of the attached document 
explains what to do in this case. You will find more information in the SAP Note: (2849514 - Activation of BW 
Twincubes for Business Process Improvement ST7.2 SP05+). 
 
 
The BPA Twin Cubes can be activated by selecting “Activate BPA Twin Cubes” (1.). A job will be scheduled 
in the background, which performs the actual activation. 
 
During activation, the following actions are performed by the job:  

• Activation of BW objects. 

• Creating a dedicated Connector Instance for the BPA Twin Cubes. 

Via the job log (2), the progress of the activation can be monitored, and error situations can be identified (e.g. 
the activation could not be executed because of lacking authorizations). 
 
If the activation cancels due to an error, the traffic light of the activation status will be red. After the root 
cause of the cancelation is solved, you can trigger the BPA Twin Cubes activation again. 
 
After the BPA Twin Cubes were activated successfully, the respective connector should be checked (see 
next Header Chapter). 

1

 2
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4.2.4 Migration 
After the activation of the BPA Twin Cubes, historical data from the BP Analytics Info Cube can be migrated 
to the BPA Twin Cubes.  
 

This is only needed when you have configurations setup in Solution Manager 7.1, and you want to 
migrate them to Solution Manager 7.2. 

 
This can be done on the same UI as the activation. 

 
In the case that “Data Migration Status” is green, data was already successfully migrated. In the case it is 
“Inactive”, no data migration took place yet.  
To perform the migration, “Migrate Info Cube Data” needs to be selected (1.). This will schedule a job which 
will perform the actual migration. Via the job log (2.), the progress of the migration can be monitored, and 
error situations can be identified (e.g. in case the migration could not be executed due to missing 
authorizations). 
 
As soon as the BP Analytics BPA Twin Cubes were activated, all data requested by BP Analytics will be 
automatically retrieved from the BPA Twin Cubes when you open BP Analytics via the 
SOLMAN_WORKCENTER.  
BP Analytics Key Figure Variants do not need to be migrated or changed. In case of active BPA Twin Cubes, 
the data displayed in the variant is automatically requested from the BPA Twin Cubes (Before the 
TwinCubes activation the data displayed in the variant were requested from the BP Analytics Info Cube.) 
For displaying data from the BPA Twin Cubes in existing BPO Dashboards, the AKFI migration needs to be 
performed by selecting “Migrate AKFI Directory” (see figure below). 

 
This step will perform an automatically mass change for all AKFIs containing “BPM_ACube” as data source. 
This will adjust the Analytical Key Figure Instances (AKFIs) as follows. 
Before the migration of the AKFI Directory: The AKFIs referring to data from BP Analytics are configured to 
pull data through a connector instance of connector type “BPM_ACube”. 

4.2.5 Data Loader Error Log 
The Data Loader is one step in the process for collecting new data. It is responsible (after the data collection 
on the managed system has taken place) to store the aggregated data packages into the BPA Twin Cube(s). 
In the BP Analytics Info Cube as well as with the new BP Analytics BPA Twin Cubes, situations can occur, 
where the data load into the cube(s) fails. Reasons can be for example: the RFC connection between 
Solution Manager and the remote BW is not working, a data package contains an invalid character, or the 
data packages contain other errors and therefore cannot be written into the cube(s). 
 
In case of an error during the data load into BP Analytics Info Cube, the Data Loader tries to load it again 
and again. There is no transparency to the user to see that an error occurred. Due to the endless repeat of 
failing packages, a bottleneck situation might occur, so all data packages (also the ones without error) may 
get stuck. 
 
If such error situations occur for the BPA Twin Cubes, the BPA Twin Cubes Data Loader will put these data 
packages into quarantine (error queue). In that case, the BPA Twin Cubes Data Loader Status will turn RED 
(see 1.). 

 
Via “Display Error Queue” (2.), you can view packages which could not be loaded into the BPA Twin Cubes. 
After an issue was solved, you can also release data packages here, so that they will be loaded into the BPA 
Twin Cubes again. It is possible to deactivate the logging (3.). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1

 

2

 

1

 

2

 

1

 3
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4.2.6 Data Storage & Lifetime 
The BP Analytics BPA Twin Cubes data storage consists of ten data cubes, divided into five aggregation 
levels: 

Aggregation level  Cubes Lifetime (default) 

Hourly cubes (with data 
down to minutes) 

Hourly Cube 1 Hourly Cube 2 30 days 

Daily cubes (with data 
down to days) 

Daily Cube 1 Daily Cube 2 1 year 

Weekly cubes (with data 
down to weeks) 

Weekly Cube 1 Weekly Cube 2 5 years 

Monthly cubes (with data 
down to month) 

Monthly Cube 1 Monthly Cube 2 10 years 

Yearly cubes (with data 
down to years) 

Yearly Cube 1 Yearly Cube 2 30 Years 

 
On every aggregation level, there are two cubes. This design was chosen to enable an easier housekeeping: 
For every aggregation level, there is a lifetime default which can also be customized by the customer. Based 
on this lifetime, the two cubes per level are filled and dropped. For more information check the guide 
(TwinCubes - Solution Manager 7.1 SP12+.pdf) in the chapter Technical details  
 
You can change (1.) the lifetime of every cube in the setup. 

 
The setup of the old Analytics Cube is direct under the BPA Twin Cubes setup, but it is only for 
Solution Manager 7.1. 

  

1
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4.3 Data Source Manager 

4.3.1 Introduction 
With the Data Source Manager, you configure data sources for Business Process Improvement. For each to 
be able to use a connector, you need first to initiate it with an initial configuration. This this is done 
automatically with a basic setting from SP08. 
 

For connector “BPO_BW_Query” no autonomy is integrated so you must initiate them yourself 
manually. You would find more information how to do that in the guide for SAP Solution Manager 7.2 
-- Dependency Diagrams in the chapter “BW Connector Setup”. 

 

4.3.2 Automatic Connector Instance creation 

You can find the tool under the tab Data Source Manager in Business Process Improvement Administration: 

 

In the past the administrator must configure the connector instances manually. As of SP8 this will work 
automatically with two exceptions. The connector instances for connector “CDC_Conn” and 
“BPO_BW_Query” must be configured as the guides in the info box describe. 
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4.4 Master Data 

4.4.1 Introduction 
With the Master Data UI, you can load descriptive texts from the managed systems for several semantic IDs. 
Sematic IDs are the identifiers for a characteristic which could be selected and analyzed in several Key 
Figures and different tools. These texts could be used in different tools of the Business Process 
Improvement suite as for example in Business Process Analytics or Business Process Dashboards. With the 
descriptive text some information will be clearer than the Id. The loading of data is scheduled every 30 days. 
 

All Master Data (no matter which fields or analysis types) is stored in: Table AGS_RI_TMD 
 
 When you activate a Key Figure, the semantic Ids of the group, via filters will be scheduled 
 automatically. It’s important to note that it is only scheduled automatically for the English language 
all other languages must be scheduled manually. 

 

4.4.2 How to schedule Master Data 

You can find the tool under the tab Master Data in Business Process Improvement Administration: 

 

 
Only semantic IDs are displayed for which a configuration exists, or for which master data was loaded before 
(independent if the schedule of the semantic ID is active or inactive). 
 

To figure out semantic IDs belonging to characteristics you can also see section 5.4 How to find out 
Semantic IDs for fields used in a key figure (KPI) in this document. 

 

 
Select any row (1.) to perform further actions: 

• To control the scheduling activation, choose the “Start Schedule” or “Stop Schedule” button (2.).  

• Press “Remove Semantic ID” (3.) to remove schedule and already loaded master data. The entry will 

then disappear from the list. 

• Press “Set Schedule Time” (4.) to change the frequency of master data reload. 

2
.
.
.
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.
.
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d
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• To refresh the master data immediately, choose the “Manual Master Data Reload” button (5.). The 

refresh/reload is executed in background and can take some minutes, depending on the amount of 

data to be loaded. 

• To delete master data, choose “Clear Master Data” (6.). A popup with a list of languages will be 

displayed. These are the languages in which the master data was loaded the last time. Select the 

languages for which you want to delete the master data. 
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• To schedule a new semantic ID that is not shown in the table yet, press “Schedule New Semantic 

ID” (7). In a popup you can define the semantic ID, target system and frequency. 

 

For checking the total amount of loaded master data, investigate column “No Records” (8). 
 

 
If you click on a value in column “No. Language” (1.), a table will be displayed below the corresponding 
semantic id line showing the number of loaded master data per language for this semantic id. At the bottom 
part of the screen (part “Master Data Language Customizing”), you can maintain the languages in which the 
master data should be loaded. 
By default, descriptions in English will be loaded for every system/client. Please only load the languages that 
are really required, because it will lead to unnecessary data load performance degradations.   
The settings can be changed as follows: 
 

 
 
Press “Append Row” (1.) and set customizing (2.) or change the existing customizing. 

 
 
 
  

1

 

Press „Change“ 

1

 

2
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4.5 KPI Catalog 

4.5.1 Introduction 
The KPI Catalog upload is needed only for customer-specific key figures. If you want to know where und how 
you could develop customer specific key figure, please research the guide (Customer Exit with ABAP OO in 
ST-A/PI 01T SP0) in the chapter Technical details. You can select more than one key figure for uploading 
into the KPI Catalog. 

4.5.2 How to upload customer-specific key figures 

You can find the tool under the tab KPI Catalog in Business Process Improvement Administration: 

 
 
The upload of customer-specific key figures is needed for Business Process Analytics (see documentation 
SAP Solution Manager 7.2 - Business Process Analytics) because there we will load the metadata of a key 
figure from the KPI catalog. For more information to customer specific key figures open the guide (Tobias 
Customer Key Figures). 
 
Uploading of a Customer specific Key Figure into the KPI Catalog is a three-step path: 
 

 
If you click on upload button, then the meta data and texts, that you maintained in report /SSA/EXM for 
the selected customer-specific key figures will be uploaded to the SAP Cloud. 
 
The data will be stored under your customer number within the KPI catalog 
https://go.support.sap.com/kpicatalog and will only be visible for you and no other customer. 
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4.6 Authorization Settings 

The tool “Authorization Settings” is needed to: 

1) initially activate the default key figure groups, visibility groups, authorization groups, and 
authorization areas for the later usage of Progress Management Boards (as of SP08), as well as the 
usage of "New Business Process Analytics" (available as of SP11) and the Automation Rate 
Dashboard (available as of SP11). 

2) set up an extended authorization concept with regard to Progress Management Boards (as of SP08), 
"New Business Process Analytics" (available as of SP11), or the Automation Rate Dashboard 
(available as of SP11). 

4.6.1 Activate Groups in tool “Authorization Settings” 

The following steps are required for the usage of Progress Management Boards (as of SP08), as well as the 
usage of "New Business Process Analytics" (as of SP11) and the Automation Rate Dashboard (as of SP11). 

 
You activate the Groups as follows: 

a) For SP08: 

Transaction SOLMAN_WORKCENTER -> enter group "Business Process Improvement"-> click on tile 
"Business Process Improvement - Administration" -> select tab "Authorization" in order to start the 
application "Authorization Maintenance". 
Here you click on the small icon      "    (“Select Group Type" (at the upper left of the screen) where you get a 
dropdown list for 

• Key Figure Groups 

• Visibility Groups 

• Authorization Groups 

• Authorization Areas 
 

 Click on "Key Figure Groups", so one initial Key Figure Group (named SAP_DEFAULT_ALL_*) will be 

created (no saving or editing needed).  

 Do the same for "Visibility Groups", "Authorization Groups", and "Authorization Areas" 

 

b) As of SP09: 

Transaction SOLMAN_WORKCENTER -> enter group "Business Process Improvement"-> click on tile 
"Business Process Improvement - Administration" -> select tab "Authorization" in order to start the 
application "Authorization Settings". 

 Here you click on all three group types (key figure groups, visibility groups, authorization groups). This is 

needed to create the SAP default groups (named SAP_DEFAULT_ALL_* which include all values 

regarding the groups). No saving or editing is needed. 

 Click also into section Authorization Areas. 

4.6.2 Set up extended authorization concept for Progress Management Boards, "New Business 
Process Analytics", Automation Rate Dashboard 

 

In case you want to set up an extended authorization concept with regard to Progress Management Boards 
(as of SP08), "New Business Process Analytics" (available as of SP11), or the Automation Rate Dashboard 
(available as of SP11), you can find all necessary information in the document “Authorization Concept for 
BPImp in SolMan 7.2 SP11” which can be found on the SAP Wiki page 
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on tab "Technical Information”, 
section “SAP Solution Manager 7.2”. 
  

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
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4.7 Exchange Rates 

4.7.1 Introduction 
In all management applications (Dashboard, Dependency Diagram, Progress Management Board) as well as 
Business Process Analytics, it is possible to switch between the number of documents and the monetary 
value, if the underlying key figure provides monetary information. As different local currencies can be used in 
business documents in the managed system, the monetary values need to be calculated back to one 
reference currency to display the cumulated value in SAP Solution Manager. 
This chapter explains, which exchange rate providers are used, to calculate all monetary information back 
into one reference currency. 
 

The logic for exchange rates differs by SAP Solution Manager 7.2 version and application:  
Until ST7.2 SP6 the “old logic” is used for monetary value in Business Process Analytics and 

Dashboards, while the “new logic” is used for Dependency Diagram and the Progress Management Boards. 
From SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP7 on, the “new logic” is used for all Business Process Improvement 
applications. 

4.7.2 Old Exchange Rate Logic (used until ST7.20 SP6) 
As explained above, the “old logic” is used until ST7.2 SP6 in Business Process Analytics and Business 
Process Operations Dashboards. No initial configuration is required to use the “old” exchange rate logic.  
 
The exchange rates used for all key figures are based on the exchange rates maintained in the managed 
system’s TCURR table (Exchange Rates). The TCURR table contains the exchange rates, that are also used 
in ERP and S/4HANA for day to day business transactions. Experience in serval customer projects has 
shown, that sometimes the data quality of the TCURR table is not efficient, because: 
 

1. Exchange rates for currencies are missing (you might encounter the exception “No exchange rate for 

X to Y found”) 

2. Exchange rates for currencies are outdated 

3. Several ERP / S/4HANA systems are used and the TCURR table contains different exchange rates 

on different systems 

Therefore, a new exchange rate logic has been established, to address the issues listed above. 
 

4.7.3 New Exchange Rate Logic 
As explained above, the “new logic” is used in Dependency Diagram and Progress Management Board from 
ST7.2 SP3 on and in Business Process Analytics and Business Process Operations Dashboards from ST7.2 
SP7 on.  
 
The new exchange rate logic allows to configure the exchange rate provider, that should be used for 
converting currencies. Exchange rate providers can be internal sources (e.g. tables on SAP Solution 
Manager or managed systems) or external sources, (e.g. currency provider web services).  
 

1. The exchange rate configuration can be accessed via Tab Exchange Rate in Business Process 

Improvement Administration: 
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2. New exchange rate providers can be added via selecting “Add”. 

 

1. The following currency providers are available / can be configured: 

a. External Web Services, as for example the European Central Bank Web Service – External 
service from the European Central bank (The Internet Communication Manager must allow 
communication to external webservices to use this provider): 

 

a. Internal data provider as for example the data provider for the TCURR table from the managed 

system or the SAP Solution Manager itself: 
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b. The database Table of Exchange Rates in SAP Solution Manager 

 

From SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP7 on, the currency conversion service from the European Central bank is 
configured by default and will be used if no other manual configuration is applied. 
 
 If you select a new Exchange Rate Provider in the UI an extractor instance for the source system will 

be scheduled in the Extraction Framework of SAP Solution Manager. The extractor instance can be 
found in Table E2E_ACTIVE_WLI with extractor “F85*”. So, you could use multiple providers. The 
selected System (via RFC destination) in the provider instance is the source for the actual exchange 
rates. 
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4.8 Log for Data Collection and Cube Upload 

4.8.1 Introduction 
With the Log for Data Collection and Cube Upload you can check if a Key Figure is configured correctly is 
running correctly also. This could be very helpful as Key Figure executions could stop for a variety of 
reasons. It is possible that the execution creates aggregated data for the BPA Twin Cubes but the creation 
and/or transportation of the detail list doesn’t work. 
With the Log you can investigate this error, which will be separated for every managed system you have Key 
Figures setup. 
 

As default the Log will be deactivated for all managed Systems. It is possible to activate one special 
system or all managed systems which will be connected to the solution manager. You could 
deactivate the systems again if you don’t need the Log anymore. 

4.8.2 How to analyze Data Collection Log and Cube Upload  

You could find the tool under the tab Log for Data Collection and Cube Upload in Business Process 

Improvement Administration: 

 

The starting point of this tool is the selection of the managed system you want to investigate. When the Log 
is activated you will see an overview about the last 14 days. Older Logs would be deleted. The run of a Key 
Figure could have three status: Successful, Warning and Error. You will see also the summery of all 
running’s in the last 14 days. 

4.8.2.1 Log for Data Collection and Cube Upload 
The Log of Data Collection is the main part of the tool. In the first part of the table you will get an overview 
about the running Key Figures. There you would see the status of the Key Figure run (1). Also, you got the 
information which Key Figure and Monitoring ID was executed (2) and the Flavor. Flavor can be Analytics or 
Monitoring (3) 
 

 
 
The next part of the table gives you an overview about the collection of the data source “Detail list”. You 
would see when the Data Collection “DC” of the Detail list was done and how long the duration was (1). The 
second part shows the “Post Processing” from managed system to the solution manager (2). Then you get 
the information about how many items were collected for the Detail list (3) 
 
 

 
 
The last part of the table shows all informations regarding the data source “Twin Cubes”. It is split in the 
extraction of the BW Pakages (1) and the booking of the records into the Twin Cubes (2) 
 
 

 
 

1

 

2

 

3
3

 

1

 

2

 

1

 

2

 

3
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If you want to know where a Key Figure run was broken because of any reason, look for where the 
numbers are zero. This is an indicator that this step couldn’t process more information what you 
could do if a Key Figure runs into an error or warning you will find information in the Getting started 
guide in the chapter HowTo on the Wiki page. 

4.8.2.2 Data Upload to Cube (Business Process Improvement) 
With Data Upload to Cube you could get a general overview about the extraction framework instance “F81” 
which will collect the BW Packages in the managed system and transport it to the solution manager. The 
extraction framework runs in best practice every minute, but you can also start it manually if it isn’t running 
automatically (1). You can see the last successful run (2) and the actual status of the extractor (3). Types of 
status are represented like so: 

• R-Running 

• B-Blocked 

• M-Maintenance (Please check the settings of transaction code “LMDB”) 
 
If the extractor encounters an RFC error several times, it will be blocked but you can release it again (4). 
 

 

4.8.2.3 Data Provider Connector (for data collection in managed system) 
The Data Provider Connector is an information box of the data collection framework Monitoring and Alerting 
Infrastructure (MAI) which triggers the data collection in the managed system. You would see all Connector 
instances for all Clients and their status. If a connector instance would run correctly you could get more 
information’s in the Solution Manager WorkCentre → Business Process Monitoring → Object Administration. 
For more information regarding Connectors in the managed System see MAI collector guide in the chapter 
Technical details on the wiki page. 
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4.9 Usage Analysis 

4.9.1 Introduction 
With the Usage Log you get an overview of which users are using the Business Process Improvement tools 
and Key Figures. You could split this by the application or show the most used Key Figures. 

4.9.2 Using of the Usage Log 

You can find the tool under the tab Usage Analysis in Business Process Improvement Administration: 

 

4.9.2.1 Configuration of usage analysis 

  
By clicking on the first button (1), you can change the log status to active or inactive. 

- Active: The log collects data with user specific information 
- Inactive: The log also collects data, but without user specific information 

 
If you change the status, the label next to the button (2) will save your user, the date and time. 

 
 
The next function enables you to select a user by clicking on the button, which opens a popover: 
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1: Clicking on the Result button opens another message box which allows you to change the 
maximum numbers of results. 

 
To change to number (2), you must check the box (1). Press “OK” (3) to save. After that, press “GO” 
(4) to start the search. 

 

 
After you have selected a user, you are able to clear the data for the specified user (1). 
It won’t delete the data, but it will make it anonymous in the system. 
 

 
Here (1) you can change the retention period of the data and save it by pressing the button (2). 
In this example, the data will be saved for 364 days. 
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4.9.2.2 Analyze Usage 
You can switch between the analysis of User Calls, Summary graphic, Summary table and Monitoring IDs 
rarely used. 

 
User Calls: 
Shows which users calls which tools the most. 

 
1: Here you can choose between Analytics and the three Management Diagrams (Progress Management 
Board, Dependency Diagram, Dashboard) 
  

Usage period 

Shows the top … users 

1 
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Summary - graphic: 
Shows the top usage of Applications, Users and Key figures within a period in diagrams 

 
 
Summary - table: 
Shows the top usage of Applications, Users and Key figures within a period in tables 
 

 
1: Open Settings to configurate your table 
 

  

Change displayed period Change displayed period 
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You can select your columns, which should be shown or sorted by checking (1) them and click on Add (2) 
or Remove (3). Don’t forget to apply (4) your settings. 
 

 
You also can add filter or change display settings 
 
Monitoring IDs rarely used: 
Shows the most used Monitoring IDs 

 
  

See summary - table 
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5 FINDING OUT TECHNICAL NAMES, APPLICATION AREAS, SEMIDS VIA KPI CATALOG 

In this chapter you learn how to 

• enter the SAP KPI Catalog 

• find the key figures (KPIs) 

• find out the Application Area for a key figure (KPI) 

• find out Semantic IDs for fields used in a key figure (KPI) 

• find out the technical name of a key figure (KPI) 
 

5.1 How to enter the SAP KPI Catalog 

Enter the SAP KPI Catalog via URL https://go.support.sap.com/kpicatalog?sap-ui-language=EN  
 
5.2 How to find the key figure (KPI) 

Enter the name of the key figure in the search field (1) (in this example “billing due sd documents”) or use the 
navigation tree by using the different categories (2) (for example “Application Areas”, “End-to-End-Process”, 
and so forth).  
 
 
Once you have found the key figure in the KPI Catalog, click on the line of the corresponding KPI. 

 
 
  

1

 

2

 

https://go.support.sap.com/kpicatalog?sap-ui-language=EN
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5.3 How to find out the Application Area of a key figure (KPI) 

After selecting a KPI will then see an overview description of the KPI, where you can find out the application 
area (3) this key figure is assigned to.  

 
 

5.4 How to find out Semantic IDs for fields used in a key figure (KPI) 

Click here on tab “Technical” (4) which will display you a field list containing the technical names of the fields 
(5), its descriptions (6), as well as the according Semantic IDs (7). 
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5.5 How to find out the technical name of a key figure (KPI) 

Click on icon        (8) to get the technical name of the key figure (9) displayed (in line “External ID”).  

 

9

 

8

 


